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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Ithaca, New York has recently completed a generic environmental impact
statement (GEIS) that examined the effects of a planned development scenario in the
southwest section of the City. Based on this GEIS, it was determined that a maximum of
1,000,000 square feet of retail and office development was sustainable. The trip
generation that resulted from this development projected approximately 2,200 vehicle
trips during the weekday P.M. peak hour. Several neighborhoods in the vicinity of the
proposed development expressed concern over possible negative traffic impacts to their
community.
Study Area Definition
The study area that has been defined for this study includes the Southwest Development
Area along with much of Downtown Ithaca, and is roughly bounded by the Flood Control
Channel to the west, Elmira and Spencer Road to the south, North and South Aurora
Street to the east, and Cascadilla Street to the north. Major links external to this study
area were also included, such as Routes 79, 96, 89, 96B, and 13. This study area
definition includes the neighborhoods of South of the Creek, South Side, and Washington
Park, which are likely to experience some of the traffic impact resulting from the
proposed Southwest Development.
Six Point Plan
The process of developing the GEIS in conjunction with other city planning projects and
various committee meetings generated a series of conceptual transportation
improvements aimed at addressing the overall goal set forth by the GEIS. These
improvements, also known as the Six Point Plan, have been recommended by the City
Common Council for further evaluation. As stated in the Findings Statement: “… [The
City will] study and implement a set of mitigations that will help to minimize the impacts
of traffic in the City, especially in the South Side and South of the Creek neighborhoods.
These mitigations will address both existing traffic and that generated by new
development. The mitigations consist of converting Spencer Street to two-way traffic,
constructing a new road behind Ithaca Plaza entering the new southwest development
area, rebuilding the Plain Street pedestrian bridge over Six Mile Creek as a traffic bridge,
widening Route 13 to five lanes, constructing the new Taughannock Road extension, and
developing and implementing a City-wide traffic plan which promotes an open traffic
grid in all areas of the City, including the possible removal of the diverters on Wood and
South Streets.”
Existing Traffic Conditions
Much of the existing street system in the study area consists of State Routes, City
collector roads and local arterials. Major routes in and out of the City include NY Routes
79, 96, 89, and 13 & 34. Some of these routes bisect the downtown core of Ithaca such
as Route 79 (Seneca and Green Streets), Route 96B (Clinton Street), and Route 13 & 34
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(Fulton and Meadow Streets). These routes are typically designed to carry higher levels
of traffic by providing one-way pairs, signal coordination, and multi-lane cross sections.
A grid of local arterial streets and collector roads that serve residents, local businesses,
and provide access to the major state routes make up the remainder of the surface
transportation system in the city.
Future Traffic Projections
To estimate future traffic projections, Southwest Area Development generated trips were
added to the Year 2001 trip table in the Travel Demand Model. The distribution of the
Southwest Area Development trips was obtained from the Ithaca-Tompkins County
Transportation Council (ITCTC) regional network. A rounded total of 2200 trips that
would enter and exit the proposed Southwest Development were estimated from the
GEIS. Additionally, a growth rate of 1.2 percent for each year, compounded over twenty
years, was assumed as background traffic growth and applied to the peak hour trip table.
This is traffic that is assumed to be present due to future projections in regional
demographics.
Evaluation of Six Point Plan Improvements
Four alternative packages were developed in this study, each containing a combination of
Six Point Plan Improvements. The Year 2021 travel demand model was modified to
reflect each of the following four alternatives:
Alternative Package 1 - This alternative, also known as the “Triangle” because it
emphasizes vehicular usage on the triangular system of streets that include Meadow
Street, Green Street, and the Old Elmira/W. Spencer/Cayuga Street corridor, proposes all
the Six Point improvements except the Plain Street vehicular traffic bridge construction.
Alternative Package 2 – This alternative is the same as the previous Triangle alternative
with the addition of the Plain Street Bridge as a vehicular traffic bridge. In other words
Alternative two proposes all Six Point improvements and the additional intersection
improvements discussed in the Alternative 1.
Alternative Package 3 – This alternative is a variation of Alternative 2, which proposes a
modified Plain Street vehicular traffic bridge that is aligned southwest - from Plain Street
to South Street (would make North Titus and South Street one continuous street).
Alternative Package 4 - This alternative is also a variation of Alternative 2, which
proposes a modified Plain Street traffic bridge that has an east/west orientation and
connects to South Titus.
Level of Service (LOS) Analysis
Overall, the capacity of intersections in the study area is adequate to handle existing
travel demand. Most of the intersections operate at an acceptable LOS (D or better)
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during the P.M. peak hour. A couple of minor constraints exist at the intersections of Old
Elmira Rd./Meadow Street, W. Spencer St/Albany/Old Elmira, and Clinton St./Prospect
St./E Spencer St. Additionally, Meadow Street contains two “choke” points that
experience congestion during the P.M. peak hour. The intersections of Old Elmira
Road/Meadow Street and Clinton Street/Meadow Street are constricted to two lanes in
each direction with no exclusive left turn lanes.
The Future No Build scenario was analyzed to determine the operating conditions of the
study area if no changes were made to the transportation network. This scenario
represents Year 2021 traffic during the P.M. peak hour. This traffic consists of normal
growth in traffic and the additional trips generated by the Southwest Development Area.
All intersections that presently operate at poor LOS will deteriorate if no improvements
are made to the transportation system.
Each of the four Build alternatives was analyzed for this study. Each contained a
variation of the Plain Street Bridge alternative and attempted to redistribute traffic
throughout the network to alleviate traffic volumes at the “choke” points of the network.
During the analysis of these alternatives, several un-signalized intersections experienced
significant increases and/or shifts in traffic volumes. The LOS and delays for these
intersections were reviewed to determine if a signal might be warranted in the future.
The following intersections had significant traffic volume and delay, which may warrant
future signals:
All Build Alternatives:
• Meadow Street / New East-West Connector Road
• Old Elmira / Albany / West Spencer
• South Titus / Cayuga / East Spencer
Alternative 2 Only:
• Plain / North Titus
• Plain / South Titus
• Plain / Clinton
Bicycle Plan
For any alternative in the Six Point Plan that involves new roadway alignment or the reconstruction of existing streets, provisions for bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be
included. The proposed East/West Connector Road, Taughannock Boulevard Extension,
and West Spencer Street (where appropriate) should each provide bike and pedestrian
accomodations. Appropriate design guidelines for bike and walking facilities can be
found in the August 24, 2000 report, Design Guidelines: Southwest Area and Elmira
Road – Meadow Street Corridor prepared by Trowbridge & Wolf Landscape Architects
for the City of Ithaca.
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Transit
Transit usage is not anticipated to be effected by the Six Point Improvements. No
routings are directly impacted and the current system can generally benefit to the extent
that various streets and intersections are improved to reduce congestion.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
This evaluation of the Proposed Six-Point Improvement Plan did not inventory or analyze
any existing TDM programs in Ithaca, though it recognized that Cornell University does
have an award winning TDM program already in place. Based on observation and
background research, it appears that Ithaca and the surrounding region hold the potential
for implementing broader and successful TDM programs that could help slow the growth
in vehicle traffic and allow smoother management and phasing of roadway improvement
projects. Ithaca possesses certain characteristics that are typically associated with the
more successful TDM programs around the country, including major employers
concentrated within limited geographic areas (e.g., Cornell University and Ithaca
College) and a well-patronized and extensive public transit system. In addition, Ithaca’s
downtown is considered to be quite pedestrian-friendly, with a significant number of
walk-trips. Further, there are large concentrations of college students who share similar
trip-making characteristics. Taken together, these factors could provide a solid
foundation for Ithaca and its partners, such as TCAT and ITCTC, as well as Cornell
University and Ithaca College, to pursue TDM initiatives. A suggested first step is the
establishment of Transportation Management Associations (TMA) in key locations, such
as downtown and the college campus areas as well as emerging suburban employment
centers, to help identify reasonable TDM options and provide an organizational
framework for managing TDM information dissemination and patron recruitment.
Community Livability
Based on methodologies in this report, a typical local street was estimated to have a range
of traffic levels that most residents would tolerate. Somewhere between 450 and 800
vehicles per hour would likely satisfy most residents, based on factors such as leaving a
driveway under traffic flow and crossing the street by pedestrians.
Preliminary Cost Estimates
Table ES-1 lists the preliminary cost estimates for each of the Six Points. Some of the
improvements have multiple options to reflect variations in alignment or deviations from
City standards. Detailed cost estimates can be found in the Appendix at the end of this
report.
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Table ES-1
Preliminary Cost Estimates
Description of Improvement

Cost

Point 1A - Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way (“Tight” Cross Section)
Point 1B - Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way (Medium Cross Section) *
Point 1C - Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way (Full Cross Section) *
Point 2 - New Connector Road from Meadow Street to Southwest Area
Point 3A - Plain Street Bridge
Point 3B – South Street Bridge
Point 3C – Titus Bridge
Point 4 - Widening of Route 13 to Five Lanes Cross Section (Old Elmira
and W. Clinton)
Point 5 - Taughannock Blvd Extension *
Point 6 - South Street & Wood Street Removal if Diagonal Diverters, Add
Traffic Calming (Speed Humps)

$1,760,000
$2,182,000
$4,631,000
$2,644,000
$1,596,000
$1,694,000
$5,749,000
$794,000
$7,513,000
$39,000

Note: Figures do not include ROW or environmental mitigation costs.
* Could be significantly higher due to property acquisition costs.

Final Recommendations
Overall, the Six Point Plan achieves the goals and objectives of the City’s Findings
Statement. Refinements to some of the original concepts have evolved from this
planning process, and constructive dialogue on the livability issues of local
neighborhoods took place. Each of the four alternative packages were evaluated based on
their transportation benefit, their impact to environmental and social resources, their
impact to residential communities, their effect on other planning initiatives such as the
Bicycle Master Plan, and their construction costs. While each of these items were
evaluated at a preliminary planning level of detail, collectively they begin to paint a
broader picture of how the City is attempting to manage growth in traffic as a result of
increasing economic development. The following discussion of the Six Point Plan
improvements should serve to help City decision makers formulate an action plan and
program and prioritize improvements into the City’s long-range plan.
Point 1 – Spencer Street Widening
This improvement would be an important component of the overall plan, provided critical
constraints could be overcome. As stated previously, the type of cross section desired for
this street will dictate whether or not property would be impacted. To fully address the
Goals of the Findings Statement, a recommended cross section would include full bicycle
lanes and sidewalk facilities to accommodate multiple modes of transportation traveling
from the Southwest Area to downtown. This type of cross section would be the safest
alternative for all people wishing to use this street. The lowest impact alternative
however, could involve reducing lane widths, prohibiting on-street parking, and/or
eliminating bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
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In addition, the sight distance issues raised in the Spencer Street Traffic Study are a
legitimate concern and would need to be re-evaluated to include appropriate intersection
treatments to correct the deficiencies. It appears that the demolition of the vacant
property west of Cayuga Street and south of South Titus would improve this situation.
Additionally, signalization of this intersection can control the flow of traffic so that
incidents resulting from poor sight distance are minimized. The signal is also warranted
from a traffic perspective. Traffic calming measures on East Spencer Street may help in
discouraging through traffic on this road.
From a traffic standpoint, two-way operation does provide benefits to the local street
network by absorbing some of the traffic that currently uses Albany Street, South Titus,
and Cayuga Street. It also provides a more direct connection to the Commons and the
Southwest Area. By focusing traffic on this improved corridor, this improvement helps
to address the Goals in the City’s Findings Statement.
Point 2 – New Connector Road from Meadow Street to the Southwest Development Area
A segment of this proposed street, behind the Ithaca Plaza from Meadow Street east to
Old Elmira Road, was eliminated from the plan by the Steering Committee, based on
analysis that showed that it increased traffic through the nearby neighborhoods. The rest
of this improvement, however, would provide an important link from Meadow Street
west to the Southwest Area. Combining this road with the new Tops Driveway could
provide opportunities to ‘piggyback’ projects to save costs. The relocation of the Tops
Driveway is expected to include a traffic signal that will be part of a new coordinated
system controlled by the State. Combining these projects could include access
management techniques to reduce the number of driveways on Meadow Street. No major
environmental impacts have been identified.
This improvement provides improved accessibility to Meadow Street and therefore
addresses one of the Goals of the Findings Statement: to provide a direct route that
strongly links the Southwest Area to the downtown.
Point 3 – Plain Street Bridge
The traffic impacts to Plain Street as a result of this new linkage are expected to be within
the livability limits discussed in other parts of the report. The benefits to other roads
include the reductions of traffic on Albany Street, Cayuga Street, and Meadow Street.
The South Street Bridge alignment requires the heavy utilization of South Street by
traffic, and does not serve to distribute traffic evenly over other streets south of the creek.
The South Titus alignment provides better utilization of South Titus, but the increase in
traffic on this link would likely further exacerbate the congestion problems at the
Meadow Street Bridge.
The construction of this bridge should consider full bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations.
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This improvement addresses the Goals of the Findings Statement by improving
accessibility of the Southwest Area for people who live east and south of downtown
Ithaca. While it does attract traffic to streets that currently experience minimal traffic, it
helps other streets by distributing the load more evenly across Six Mile Creek.
Point 4 – Widen Meadow Street to a Five Lane Cross Section at Old Elmira Road and
West Clinton Street
The recommendation at the Old Elmira intersection is to widen the existing Meadow
Street cross section to provide for left hand turn lanes both to the south and north of the
intersection to allow for left turning vehicles to exit the mainstream flow of traffic before
they make their turn. This is especially critical at the southbound approach where traffic
making a left onto Old Elmira Road frequently disrupts the smooth flow of traffic at this
intersection. This improvement also has potential safety benefits and should include full
pedestrian accommodations in the form of cross walks, pedestrian signals, and street
lighting.
A concept plan was developed for the intersection of Meadow Street and Cecil A.
Malone Drive to explore the possibility of providing an exclusive left turn pocket
northbound at Cecil A. Malone Drive. This would help to remove left turning vehicles at
from interfering with the flow of northbound through traffic. Additionally, it is
recommended that the State review the signal plan at West Clinton Street to see if any
improvement can be made at this intersection. The fact the coordinated system on
Meadow Street is already difficult to manage has prompted NYSDOT to consider
creating a new coordinated system south of Six Mile Creek. This may help the
throughput of traffic along Meadow Street.
These improvements address the Goals in the Findings Statement by eliminating
bottlenecks in the transportation system that would cause traffic diversion to local streets.
The upgrade of Meadow Street at these two intersections would provide smoother and
safer traffic operation on a road that was physically designed to handle the load.
Point 5 – Taughannock Boulevard Extension
This alternative has the greatest potential for helping to mitigate traffic impacts on
neighborhoods south of the creek. The northbound orientation of trips from the
Southwest Developments Area is the major justification for this alternative. The new
road would carry a significant portion of these trips that would otherwise use Meadow
Street. This new road could also be constructed with full bicycle and pedestrian facilities
to further encourage alternate modes of transportation to the Southwest Development.
This improvement addresses the Goals in the Findings Statement by strongly linking the
Southwest Area to downtown Ithaca, and relieving some of the traffic burden on Meadow
Street, which in turn helps keep traffic off of local streets in the Southside and South-ofthe-Creek neighborhoods.
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Point 6 – Removal of Diagonal Diverter from Wood and South Street and Installation of
Speed Humps
This improvement is recommended by this study. The installation of these devices has
diverted a disproportionate amount of traffic to streets such as W. Clinton. Removing
these diverters helps to distribute traffic more evenly throughout the neighborhoods,
while still maintaining a livable environment through use of traffic calming techniques.
To address the Goals in the Findings Statement, these improvements must provide better
accessibility to the Southwest Area while protecting the neighborhoods from the adverse
impacts of traffic. South and Wood Streets should not be closed to through traffic, but
should be designed in such a manner as to discourage much of the through traffic and
control speeds. The analysis of this improvement suggests that such a goal is achievable.
Alternative Package Recommendation
Overall, Alternative Package 2 is recommended for further consideration by the City of
Ithaca. All Six Points implemented as a total package are projected to help mitigate
traffic impacts while maintaining sensitivity to local neighborhoods as well as the
environment. While each point would certainly require a study of greater detail before
any of these improvements could be constructed, the plan as conceived provides a solid
platform to build upon.
The Goals established by the Findings Statement are the most fundamental and important
measures to evaluate the Six Point Improvements against. The evolution of these
improvements has resulted in the formulation of an improvement package that includes
each of the recommended Points working synergistically to meet these Goals.
Alternative Package 2 performs the best in regard to these Goals, by improving
accessibility, protecting the neighborhoods, and enhancing corridors that link the
Southwest Area with downtown Ithaca.
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EVALUATION OF SIX-POINT PLAN
Introduction
The City of Ithaca, New York has recently completed a generic environmental impact
statement (GEIS) that examined the effects of a planned development scenario in the
southwest section of the City. Based on this GEIS, it was determined that a maximum of
1,000,000 square feet of retail and office development was sustainable. The trip
generation that resulted from this development projected approximately 2,200 vehicle
trips during the weekday P.M. peak hour. Several neighborhoods in the vicinity of the
proposed development expressed concern over possible negative traffic impacts to their
community.
As presented in the City of Ithaca Common Council Findings Statement for the
Southwest Area Land Use Plan Generic Environmental Impact Statement (Adopted August 24, 2000): “The goals of the GEIS are to protect the Southside and South-of-theCreek neighborhoods from the negative impacts of increased traffic, to improve the
accessibility of the project area for people who live east and south of downtown Ithaca,
and to provide a direct route which strongly links the Southwest Area to the downtown
and to the West End/Inlet Island corridor. This will be developed and implemented to be
consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan.”
The transportation element of the GEIS served to fulfill four primary objectives:
1. Establish maximum impact thresholds for future development of the Southwest
Area;
2. Determine the improvements needed to ensure smooth and safe traffic operations
on the existing highway system;
3. Recommend alternate methods of addressing traffic increases on area roadways
and through neighborhoods; and
4. Mitigate the potential adverse effects to area residents due to the development of
the Southwest Area.
Based on these objectives, the GEIS determined the approximate trip generation and
distribution that would occur over a 20-year forecast period with the addition of the
Southwest Area development scenario. An evaluation of intersections that were
projected to be impacted by additional trips was then performed, and appropriate traffic
engineering techniques were applied to these intersections to achieve acceptable Levels
of Service (LOS).
Additional methods to help reduce peak hour travel demand and maintain the ‘livability’
of certain residential neighborhoods were qualitatively examined. Transit operational
improvements in coordination with well-planned, mixed-use land development were
recommended to be included as city policy. Traffic calming devices were also suggested
as a means to help control vehicular travel speed and reduce ‘cut through’ traffic on
residential streets.
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Study Area Definition
The study area that has been defined for this study includes the Southwest Development
Area along with much of Downtown Ithaca, and is roughly bounded by the Flood Control
Channel to the west, Elmira and Spencer Road to the south, North and South Aurora
Street to the east, and Cascadilla Street to the north. Major links external to this study
area were also included, such as Routes 79, 96, 89, 96B, and 13. This study area
definition includes the neighborhoods of South of the Creek, South Side, and Washington
Park, which are likely to experience some of the traffic impact resulting from the
proposed Southwest Development. The study area is illustrated in Figure 1.
Six Point Plan
The process of developing the GEIS in conjunction with other city planning projects and
various committee meetings generated a series of conceptual transportation
improvements aimed at addressing the overall goal set forth by the GEIS. These
improvements, also known as the Six Point Plan, have been recommended by the City
Common Council for further evaluation. As stated in the Findings Statement: “… [The
City will] study and implement a set of mitigations that will help to minimize the impacts
of traffic in the City, especially in the South Side and South of the Creek neighborhoods.
These mitigations will address both existing traffic and that generated by new
development. The mitigations consist of converting Spencer Street to two-way traffic,
constructing a new road behind Ithaca Plaza entering the new southwest development
area, rebuilding the Plain Street pedestrian bridge over Six Mile Creek as a traffic bridge,
widening Route 13 to five lanes, constructing the new Taughannock Road extension, and
developing and implementing a City-wide traffic plan which promotes an open traffic
grid in all areas of the City, including the possible removal of the diverters on Wood and
South Streets.”
The following are the proposed changes of transportation improvements highlighted in
the Six-Point Plan, and are also illustrated in Figure 1:
Change 1: West Spencer Street conversion to two-way traffic.
West Spencer Street, which currently operates as a one-way street in the southbound
direction toward Elmira Road, permits traffic from downtown Ithaca to move southwest
toward Route 13 (Elmira Road). The reverse travel pattern can be accomplished by
traveling north along Meadow Street and then eastbound along Clinton Street or Green
Street. Alternatively, traffic can utilize the Albany or Cayuga Street bridges to cross Six
Mile Creek. Future growth in traffic could have a negative impact on the local
neighborhoods that form the approach network to these bridges. Opening West Spencer
Street as a two-way street could provide some relief by allowing traffic to access
downtown on a more southerly route, which is less obtrusive to local residences.
A number of constraints exist that make this conversion difficult. First, the hill on the
east side of the street, an underground utility line, and the existence of large multi-unit
Wilbur Smith Associates
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Base Map – Six Transportation Alternatives

Figure 1

properties make widening on this side of the road difficult. On the west side of the road,
on street parking, closed drainage systems, utilities, and residential units close to the road
present considerable obstacles. In addition, The Spencer Street Traffic Study prepared
for the City has identified sight distance deficiencies at the intersection of
Spencer/Cayuga/S. Titus. Improvements at this intersection would likely be necessary
before this street could be opened for two-way operation.
The most desirable cross section for this road is one that includes provisions for
sidewalks and bike lanes. Good intermodal connectivity between the Southwest Area
and the Commons is an important element of this alternative. The constraints to
widening this road however, may require a certain degree of compromise on ideal
standards. For instance, sidewalks can be provided on one side of the road and 14 foot
shared lanes can be used instead of dedicated bike lanes. Ideally, 12-foot vehicular lanes
with 5-foot bike lanes would provide the safest and most efficient connection.
Change 2: The construction of a Connector Road to the Southwest Development Area.
Initially, as the Findings Statement recommended, it was thought that this east/west road
would run behind the Ithaca Plaza, from Old Elmira Road, across Meadow Street, and
into the Southwest Development Area. The idea was that with the conversion of West
Spencer to two-way, this road would provide more direct access to the Southwest Area
from the Cayuga/West Spencer/Old Elmira Road corridor. Preliminary analysis, however,
demonstrated that this segment of road would actually increase traffic on South Plain and
South Albany Streets and thus would not serve the intended goal of protecting the
neighborhood.
Still, the rest of this improvement would provide an important link from Meadow Street
west to the Southwest Area. This proposed Connector Road would link Meadow Street,
just south of the Tops Plaza Driveway, to the Southwest Area. This road would run
east/west into the Southwest Area passing just north of the Kmart Plaza and over a
drainage ditch. The intersection with Meadow Street would require a traffic signal to
handle to additional volume at this intersection. This road could potentially be part of the
new access to Tops Plaza, which will be part of a new coordinated signal system that
includes the series of traffic signals south of Six Mile Creek. The new connector road
would likely connect to the Taughannock Boulevard Extension in Change 5 of the Plan,
or some circulator route around the proposed development.
It is important to consider a full cross section for this alternative, which includes
provisions for bicycle and pedestrian movement. The cross section proposed for this
alternative is detailed later in the report.
Change 3: The re-construction of the Plain Street Pedestrian Bridge to accommodate
vehicular (as well as bicycle and pedestrian) traffic.
The current street network has three crossings over Six-Mile Creek: Cayuga Street,
Albany Street, and Meadow Street. The conversion of the Plain Street Bridge to allow
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vehicular traffic would provide another north-south connection from Elmira Road to
Route 96B. Over the course of the study, three alternatives for this bridge were
considered: The Plain Street alignment, which would connect north and south Plain Street
over Six Mile Creek; the South Street Alignment, which would connect north Titus
Avenue with South Street south of Six Mile Creek; and the South Titus alignment, which
would connect north Titus Avenue with South Titus Avenue south of Six Mile Creek.
These alternatives could help alleviate congestion at some of the other bridges, but
sensitivity to neighborhood impacts should be considered.
Any of the alignments over Six Mile Creek should include amenities for bicyclists and
pedestrians. Sidewalks and bike lanes would serve to strengthen intermodal connections
within the city.
Change 4: Widening the remaining segments of Route 13 to five lanes.
The current cross section of much of Route 13 consists of two lanes in each direction
with either exclusive left turn pockets or two-way center turn lanes to accommodate left
turning traffic at the driveways of the commercial development along this route. At two
locations, at the intersections of West Clinton and Route 13 and Elmira Road and Route
13, the center lane does not exist, creating a constraint in the roadway’s capacity to
handle traffic. The widening of these segments enhances the operational safety of the
roadway at these two intersections and the continuity of the traffic flow along Meadow
Street. The intersection of Meadow Street at West Clinton, would involve widening the
bridge over Six Mile Creek to include three northbound lanes and two southbound lanes.
Change 5: Construction of Taughannock Boulevard extension.
As this street currently terminates at West State Street, the only logical access to the
proposed Southwest Development would be along Route 13 or along the current “shortcut” of Brindley, Taber, and Cherry Streets. By extending Taughannock, access would
be provided to traffic coming down from West Hill. This extension could potentially
form an intersection with Cecil A. Malone Drive and continue south between the mobile
home community and the railroad. Since the right of way belongs to the railroad, an
easement would need to be sought from the property owner. Additional constraints to
this improvement are the construction of a new bridge over Six Mile Creek that would
likely impact a local Good Year Tire business and potentially have negative wetland
impacts. In addition, hazardous material potential exists along the railroad that could
prompt additional mitigation costs. The extension, as proposed, would intersect with
Cecil A. Malone Drive and the proposed Connector Road discussed in Change 2.
Change 6: Removal of diverters on Wood and South Streets.
The current street configuration at the intersections of South and Fair Street and Wood
and Fair Street include a pair of diagonal diverters that prevent vehicular through
movement across Fair Street from all directions. The diverters have a northeast to
southwest orientation at South Street and a northwest to southeast orientation at Wood
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Street. These devices force traffic traveling west along South Street to head south on Fair
Street and back east on Wood Street. Obviously, the movements are reversed for traffic
heading west on Wood Street. Similarly traffic heading east on South Street coming
from Route 13 cannot go through on South Street instead will be diverted back towards
Route 13 via South Titus Street. To summarize the through traffic on Wood Street and
South Street currently is not allowed with the semi-diverters in place.
This study is a direct result of the recommendations put forth by the Findings Statement
and is an extension of the work effort that has been performed thus far. While the GEIS
established a solid description of existing and future conditions under various
development scenarios, it is the goal of this study to look at a variety of transportation
alternatives in a holistic manner, and quantify the network-wide traffic impacts that are
caused by the interrelationship of the improvements proposed in the Six-Point Plan.
With the City’s emphasis on economic development, community livability, and multimodal transportation alternatives, it is essential that future growth does not negatively
impact surrounding communities. Growth should be controlled so that the supporting
transportation infrastructure is not overburdened. Where appropriate, transit strategies
and alternative modes can help by reducing the number of single occupant vehicles
(SOV) on the roadway system; however, the local streets are still a vital part of the
overall system, and must be preserved as much as possible. Since local residents and
merchants rely on these streets to take them to and from their homes and businesses, it is
they who are the most severely impacted when future development threatens to increase
traffic. At locations where public transit cannot limit the amount of cars and trucks that
pass through neighborhoods, local street improvements must be considered. Maintaining
adequate roadway and intersection capacity and improving local circulation and safety,
while at the same time preserving neighborhood continuity and quality of life are major
goals in this process. Evaluating the Six-Point Plan and quantifying the impacts
associated with the traffic generated by the Southwest Development Area will help to
determine the most likely future scenario to achieve these goals.
Data Collection
To evaluate capacity at selected intersections, existing P.M. peak hour turning movement
volumes for an average weekday were collected. The P.M. peak hour reflects the highest
volume hour over the coarse of an average day. This peak hour occurs between 4:30
P.M. and 5:30 P.M in Ithaca. For this study, the P.M. peak hour turning movement
volumes were derived from four different sources in order to provide the most current
and accurate data available. The first source was the “Site Impact Evaluation for the
Southwest Area Development” completed in October 1999. This report contains 1998
turning movement volumes for 23 study intersections. These 1998 volumes were
increased 1.2 percent per year, the growth rate used in the Southwest Area Development
Study, up to the existing year, 2001.
The second source was the manual counting of P.M. peak period turning movement
counts at seven study intersections. These counts were completed on Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 1st and 2nd, 2001. The counts were taken on dates when both the local
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schools and area universities were in session. These two days represent a typical
commuter travel days in the City of Ithaca. The locations of these counts are illustrated
in Figure 2.
The third source of existing turning movement counts was an interpolation of volumes.
This occurred at seven intersections where the adjacent turning movement counts were
known. The known turning movement volumes were compiled, then distributed and
balanced through the unknown intersections. This method provides an accurate
representation of the actual volumes traveling through the intersection.
The final source of turning movement counts was the existing City of Ithaca Synchro
model. This is an intersection analysis model that was used to calculate intersection
capacity. Any intersections not covered by the previous three sources were gathered
from this model. A “reality” check was completed to ensure that adjacent intersections
had comparable volumes.
Existing Traffic Conditions
Much of the existing street system in the study area consists of State Routes, City
collector roads and local arterials. Major routes in and out of the City include NY Routes
79, 96, 89, and 13 & 34. Some of these routes bisect the downtown core of Ithaca such
as Route 79 (Seneca and Green Streets), Route 96B (Clinton Street), and Route 13 & 34
(Fulton and Meadow Streets). These routes are typically designed to carry higher levels
of traffic by providing one-way pairs, signal coordination, and multi-lane cross sections.
A grid of local arterial streets and collector roads that serve residents, local businesses,
and provide access to the major state routes make up the remainder of the surface
transportation system in the city.
As traffic levels approach the theoretical capacities of some of Ithaca’s major streets,
localized ‘choke points’ are formed, such as the intersection of Meadow Street and W.
Clinton Street. These are bottlenecks that contribute to vehicular traffic queues and
increased levels of congestion. As people look for alternatives to bypass these locations,
they eventually resort to the local arterial street system. While these roads in some cases
can handle the additional traffic burden, they are often residential in terms of land use
composition and need to be addressed with a great deal of sensitivity. As traffic
continues to increase over time with the current trend of increased auto ownership and
suburban migration, this condition is not likely to remedy itself. Only with a balanced
approach to land use and transportation planning can congestion, economic development,
and overall quality of life issues be managed successfully.
The existing PM peak hour period traffic volumes on roadways and streets in the study
area are shown in Figure 3. The magnitude of the traffic volume on the roadway is
depicted by bandwidths, as well as by values, in the figure. As illustrated, the heavily
traveled roadways in the study area are Route 13 (Fulton Street, North Meadow Street,
South Meadow Street, Elmira Road) and Route 79 (East Seneca Street, and East Green
Street) where traffic volumes on the roadway segments exceed 1000 vph (vehicles per
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hour) in each travel direction. These are designated State Routes, and as such, are
designed to carry higher levels of traffic.
Travel Demand Modeling
To model future travel demand and the impacts of each of the proposed Six Point
Improvements, the TransCAD Travel Demand software was used. This software
incorporates improved assignment capabilities, including Capacity Restraint and User
Equilibrium methodologies. Both of these methodologies are more advanced than the
“All-Or-Nothing” or Incremental methods of assignment because they take into
consideration the physical capacity of the roadway network and continually make
adjustments to travel speeds based on congestion.
A sub-area network that encompasses the study area of Six Point Traffic Plan was used to
model the various transportation improvements. The regional traffic network was
obtained from the Ithaca-Tompkins County Transportation Council (ITCTC) regional
model for the PM peak period of analysis. A sub-area network was then extracted from
the regional model to include the study area of the Six Point improvements. A
corresponding PM peak hour trip table was also extracted. External Stations were formed
where the major roadways intersect the study area boundary. The network was refined
by coding in additional streets such as Plain Street and Fair Street, which were not part of
the regional model.
Some of the original regional model data was updated to provide a more refined traffic
network for the Six Point Plan. Traffic Counts were obtained at many intersections in the
study area both from the recent traffic counts performed by the study team as well as
from the City’s extensive count program. Data on speeds and capacities for network
links were provided from the ITCTC and Tompkins County GIS databases. Links from
zonal centroids (where trips are originated from and destined to) were modified using
aerial photography and the traffic analysis zone (TAZ) maps to reflect conditions where
residential or commercial activity was pronounced.
The sub-area network was first calibrated to the current year (2001) traffic counts. An
origin destination matrix estimation methodology was utilized in the calibration process
to match the existing ground counts with the modeled traffic assignments. This process
simply built upon the regional model’s trip tables (developed by ITCTC) and increased
the number of trips at zones that were determined to be low. This process provided a
more accurate calibration of existing conditions at the sub-area level.
Future Traffic Projections
To estimate future traffic projections, Southwest Area Development generated trips as
well as normal growth were added to the Year 2001 trip table. The distribution of the
Southwest Area Development trips was obtained from the Ithaca-Tompkins County
Transportation Council (ITCTC) regional network. A rounded total of 2200 trips that
would enter and exit the proposed Southwest Development were estimated from the
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GEIS. Pass-by trips on S. Meadow Street near the Southwest Area were taken into
consideration as well. Pass-by trips include those that would be on S. Meadow Street
regardless of the proposed development, but would access the new site as they “pass-by”
the development as part of a linked trip. Twenty percent of the Southwest Area
development generated trips, 440 (20% of 2200), have been estimated to be pass-by trips
and were deducted from the total number of new trips present in the trip table. To replace
the deducted 440 pass-by trips with trips that currently exist adjacent to the Southwest
Area, a select link analysis was performed. This analysis estimated the distribution of
trips that existed on routes such as S. Meadow Street and redistributed 440 of these trips
to the proposed development site, bringing the total number of Southwest Area trips back
up to 2200.
Additionally, a growth rate of 1.2 percent for each year, compounded over twenty years,
was assumed as background traffic growth and applied to the peak hour trip table. This is
traffic that is assumed to be present due to future projections in regional demographics.
The final future year trip table was obtained by applying the normal growth rate and
adding the Southwest area development trips to the Year 2001 P.M. trip table.
Figure 4 illustrates the increased traffic volumes on each of the roadways in the study
area. Some of the most significant increases are as follows:
•
•
•

Fulton Street and North Meadow Street peak hour traffic volumes are projected to
increase by about 17 percent and 29 percent respectively.
South Meadow Street and Elmira Road traffic volumes increase by 11 percent and
31 percent respectively.
The peak hour traffic volumes on Albany Street and Clinton Street increase by
about 42 percent and 11 percent respectively.

Evaluation of Six Point Plan Improvements
Four alternative packages were developed in this study, each containing a combination of
Six Point Plan Improvements. The Year 2021 travel demand model was modified to
reflect each of the following four alternatives:
Alternative Package 1 - This alternative, also known as the “Triangle” because it
emphasizes vehicular usage on the triangular system of streets that include Meadow
Street, Green Street, and the Old Elmira/W. Spencer/Cayuga Street corridor, proposes all
the Six Point improvements except the Plain Street vehicular traffic bridge construction.
Alternative Package 2 – This alternative is the same as the previous Triangle alternative
with the addition of the Plain Street Bridge as a vehicular traffic bridge. In other words
Alternative two proposes all Six Point improvements and the additional intersection
improvements discussed in the Alternative 1.
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Alternative Package 3 – This alternative is a variation of Alternative 2, which proposes
a modified Plain Street vehicular traffic bridge that is aligned southwest - from Plain
Street to South Street (would make North Titus and South Street one continuous street).
Alternative Package 4 - This alternative is also a variation of Alternative 2, which
proposes a modified Plain Street traffic bridge that has an east/west orientation and
connects to South Titus.
The traffic assignments that resulted from modeling each of the four alternatives are
shown in Figures 5 through 8. The key traffic impacts for each of the four alternatives
are noted and summarized as follows.
Alternative Package 1 - Triangle
Traffic on W. Spencer and Cayuga Streets is projected to increase while the traffic on
northbound Albany Street is generally expected to decrease. The shift of traffic from
Albany Street onto West Spencer and Cayuga is a result of the conversion of W. Spencer
to two-way traffic, which includes realignment of the Elmira Road, West Spencer Road
and Albany Street intersection. The West Spencer Street improvement results in the
increased utilization of eastbound West Spencer Street with about 325 vph (vehicles per
hour) during the PM peak hour. The westbound W. Spencer Street increases its traffic
volume by about 150 vph (to approximated 600 vph total) during the PM peak hour.
The model of this alternative indicates that the removal of diagonal-diverters would result
in increased traffic on South Street and Wood Street. Although this street was modeled
to include speed humps to keep the average speed of traffic to 25 MPH, volume in the
range of 175 vph eastbound and 325 vph westbound was projected for South Street while
volume in the range of 150 vph eastbound and 200 vph westbound was projected for
Wood Street. The decrease in eastbound traffic on West Clinton Street is a direct result
of this plan.
The traffic is projected to reduce on Route 13 between W. Clinton St and Commercial
Ave. The new roadway extension of Taughannock Blvd is projected to attract significant
usage, with northbound traffic of approximately 625 vph and southbound traffic volume
of approximately 275 vph. The traffic reduction on South Meadow Street is due to the
alternative roadway extension of Taughannock Blvd.
Alternative Package 2 – Triangle with Plain Street Bridge
Traffic projections for Alternative 2 are quite similar to those of the “Triangle”
Alternative. The main difference in this alternative is the addition of the Plain Street
Bridge. The addition of this bridge is expected to distribute traffic more evenly amongst
the north/south routes across Six Mile Creek.
This alternative is projected to induce approximately 200 new trips on Plain Street north
of Six Mile Creek during the P.M. peal hour. Plain Street south of Six Mile Creek is
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projected to remain relatively unchanged from the future no-build alternative during the
P.M. peak hour. The northbound trips across this bridge are projected to come mainly
from Albany Street. Consequently, Albany Street is projected to experience a 175 vph
decrease in traffic during the P.M. peal hour.
Alternative Package 3 – Triangle with South Street Bridge
The two-way West Spencer Street conversion under this alternative results in the
utilization of eastbound West Spencer Street with about 300 vph during the PM peak
hour. W. Spencer Street in the westbound direction increases its traffic volume by about
50 vph during the PM peak hour. The addition of the South Street Bridge (due to
continuous flow from North Titus to South Street) contributes to this.
In addition the traffic on east and westbound South Street increases to 475 vph and 400
vph respectively during the PM Peak hour. The increased traffic on South Street/North
Titus Ave is a result of the construction of vehicular traffic bridge diagonally from North
Titus Ave to South Street across the Six Mile Creek. In this case, the major movement
would be N. Titus to South Street, while the stop controlled minor movement would be
Plain Street.
The traffic is projected to decrease on Route 13 between W. Clinton Street and
Commercial Ave. The new Roadway extension of Taughannock Blvd is well utilized
with northbound traffic of 625 vph and southbound traffic volume of 275 vph. The
traffic reduction on South Meadow Street is due to the alternative roadway extension of
Taughannock Blvd.
Alternative Package 4 – Triangle with South Titus Street Bridge
The two-way West Spencer Street conversion performs similarly to Alternative 2, which
results in the utilization of eastbound West Spencer Street with about 325 vph during the
PM peak hour. The westbound W. Spencer Street increases its traffic volume by about
150 vph during the PM peak hour.
In addition the traffic eastbound on N. Titus Ave would increase to approximately 400 to
500 vph during the PM Peak hour. The increased traffic on North Titus Ave can be
attributed to the construction of a vehicular traffic bridge east/west from North Titus Ave.
to South Titus Ave. across the Six Mile Creek. This particular bridge alignment focuses
traffic flow on N. Titus instead of Plain Street.
Additionally, the traffic is projected to reduce on Route 13 between W. Clinton Street and
Commercial Ave. The new Roadway extension of Taughannock Blvd is well utilized
with northbound traffic of 625 vph and southbound traffic volume of 275 vph. The
traffic reduction on South Meadow Street is due to the alternative roadway extension of
Taughannock Blvd.
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Screenline Analysis
One effective method for evaluating the impacts of transportation improvements in a
model, is to look at screenlines. These are imaginary lines drawn across a series of links
(roads) that are used to compare the relative volume changes under the alternative
scenarios. For this analysis, three screenlines were selected and are illustrated in Figure
9. Screenline 1 follows Six Mile Creek from Floral Avenue to Cayuga Street, capturing
each of the bridges. Screenline 2 is another east/west line drawn just north of W. Clinton
Street from Floral Avenue to Cayuga Street. Screenline 3 in a north/south line that
captures the traffic moving east and west through the city, and is located just west of
Plain Street from Court Street to Elmira Road.
The results of the screenline analysis are tabulated in Tables 1 through 3. Each screenline
includes the total traffic volume on each of the streets, which are intersected by the line.
The totals for each of the alternatives in the bottom rows of each table should be
approximately the same as for the future no-build scenario, although differences of 100
vehicles or less are attributed to rounding errors.
Screenline 1 indicates that north/south traffic over Six Mile Creek is projected to increase
approximately 68% over the next 20 years. The Six Point Improvements, particularly the
Taughannock Boulevard Extension and the Plain Street Bridge, are crucial to helping
balance this increase in demand.
Screenline 2 indicates that north/south traffic north of Six Mile Creek is projected to
increase approximately 57% over the next 20 years. Streets such as Albany, Geneva, and
Meadow are projected to experiences reductions in traffic from the future base scenario
due to the Six Point Improvements.
Screenline 3 indicates that east/west traffic through the city is expected to increase by
approximately 42% over the next 20 years. Elmira Road is expected to benefit
significantly by the Six Point Improvements, since South and Wood Streets permit
through traffic. W. Clinton Street in the eastbound direction also benefits, although
westbound slightly increases so the total volume only shows minimal reductions.
Table 1
Screenline 1 (Six Mile Creek)
Existing Base Yr Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3Alternative 4
Floral Ave
425
1,050
925
925
1,025
925
Taughannock Blvd Ext. ----900
900
900
900
South Meadow St
3,100 3,975
3,475
3,400
3,400
3,175
Plain St Bridge
------525
850
525
Albany St
850
1,725
1,100
725
525
1000
Cayuga St
400
550
950
875
700
850
Total
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Table 2
Screenline 2 (East-West Line North of West Clinton Street)
Existing Base Yr Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3Alternative 4
Floral Ave
425
1,050
925
925
1,025
925
Taughannock Blvd Ext. ----900
900
900
900
South Fulton St
1,200 1,450
1,400
1,400
1,350
1,400
North Meadow St
1,350 1,675
1,350
1,350
1,350
1,325
Corn St
425
875
775
775
775
625
Plain St
75
75
100
250
125
125
Albany St
675
1025
775
600
725
875
Geneva St
400
850
525
525
550
525
Cayuga St
200
450
675
675
650
675
Total

4,750

7,450

7,425

7,400

7,450

7,375

By examining the east/west screenline results, it can be concluded that Alternative 2 does
the best job of evenly distributing traffic because the Plain Street Bridge helps relieve
some of the traffic burden on the Albany Street Bridge. The Taughannock Boulevard
extension proves to be a strong alternative since it absorbs about 900 vph under each
alternative.
Table 3
Screenline 3 (North-South Line West of Plain Street)
Existing Base Yr Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4
Court St
325
325
450
450
425
450
W Buffalo St
650
650
675
675
675
675
W Seneca St
750
1,250
1,200
1,200
1,275
1,200
State St
475
625
625
625
625
625
W Green St
500
725
850
850
850
725
W Clinton St
800
900
850
875
800
675
Plain St Bridge
--------850
525
South St
50
50
500
475
100
425
Wood St
50
50
250
300
75
225
Elmira Road
700
1550
675
675
525
675
Total

4,300

6,125

6,075

6,125

6,200

6,200

To evaluate the impact of not including the Taughannock Boulevard Extension as part of
the Six Point Plan, an additional screenline analysis was performed. Screenline 1 (Six
Mile Creek) was used to determine the relative volume impacts on the bridge crossings in
the event that this improvement could not be constructed in the near future. Table 4 lists
the two-way volumes on each of the bridges for Alternative Packages 1 and 2, with and
without the Taughannock Boulevard Extension. The results indicate that for Alternative
1, the Taughannock Extension carries about 900 vph. If this improvement is not
constructed, this traffic would be distributed along each of the competing facilities, with
the heaviest emphasis on Meadow Street and Albany Street. For Alternative 2, the same
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results are obtained; however, the existence of the Plain Street Bridge absorbs much of
the Albany Street load. The results of this analysis emphasize the importance of the
Taughannock Extension.
Table 4
Screenline 1 (Six Mile Creek)
Alternative 1 w/o
Alternative 2 w/o
Base Yr Alternative 1 Taughannock Alternative 2 Taughannock
Floral Ave
1,050
925
1,050
925
1,050
Taughannock Blvd Ext. --900
--900
--South Meadow St
3,975
3,475
3,875
3,400
3,775
Plain St Bridge
------525
550
Albany St
1,725
1,100
1,300
725
875
Cayuga St
550
950
1,050
875
1,000
Total

7,300

7,350

7,275

7,350

7,250

Level of Service at Selected Intersections
The capacity of a highway system is predicated on two components: the capacity of the
included roadway sections and the capacity of the affected intersections along the route.
Intersecting roadways generally provide the initial constraint on a system's capacity due
to the centralization of vehicular interactions. Efficiency at the intersections becomes the
critical constraint for capacity. Vehicle interactions at these points must therefore be
analyzed to assess the projected capacity levels.
The standard procedure for capacity analysis of signalized and un-signalized intersections
is that of the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) published by the Transportation
Research Board. The procedure yields a Level of Service (LOS) as an indicator of how
well intersections operate. Level of Service is defined in terms of delay, which is a
measure of driver discomfort, frustration, fuel consumption, and lost travel time.
The concept of Level of Service is defined as a qualitative measure describing operating
conditions within a traffic stream and their perception by motorists and/or passengers.
Six Levels of Service are defined for analysis. They are assigned letter designations,
from "A" to "F", with LOS "A" representing the best conditions and LOS "F" the worst.
Existing P.M. peak hour capacity analysis was completed using Synchro 5.0. Synchro
utilizes the calculations and techniques specified in the 2000 HCM. The signalized
intersection timing and phasing diagrams were provided by both the GEIS and the City of
Ithaca. The existing level of service (LOS) and movement delay at each of the study
intersections is shown in Table 5. All capacity analysis output sheets are contained in the
Appendix at the back of this document.
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Summary of Existing LOS
Overall, the capacity of intersections in the study area is adequate to handle existing
travel demand. Most of the intersections operate at an acceptable LOS (D or better)
during the P.M. peak hour. A couple of minor constraints exist at the intersections of Old
Elmira Rd./Meadow Street, W. Spencer St/Albany/Old Elmira, and Clinton St./Prospect
St./E Spencer St. In the case of the latter two, the stop-controlled intersections have at
least one minor street movement that experienced LOS F levels of congestion during the
P.M. peak hour.
Meadow Street is one of the main arterials in the City of Ithaca. Presently there are two
“choke” points along Meadow Street that experience congestion during the P.M. peak
hour. The intersections of Old Elmira Road/Meadow Street and Clinton Street/Meadow
Street are constricted to two lanes in each direction with no exclusive left turn lanes.
This configuration works poorly when left turning vehicles are stopped in the through
lanes while they wait to make their turn. The West Clinton intersection actually has
sufficient capacity to handle existing traffic; however, the fact that no left turn pocket
exists at Cecil A. Malone Drive and because the W. Clinton signal is part of a
coordinated system the intersection appears to operate poorly.
Summary of Future LOS
The Future No Build scenario was analyzed to determine the operating conditions of the
study area if no changes were made to the transportation network. This scenario
represents Year 2021 traffic during the P.M. peak hour. This traffic consists of normal
growth in traffic and the additional trips generated by the Southwest Development Area.
Table 5 also presents the LOS and movement delays for the Future No Build Scenario.
The LOS and delay for several intersections in the study area are projected to achieve
LOS F conditions if no mitigation measures are implemented. All intersections that
presently operate at poor LOS will deteriorate if no improvements are made.
Summary of Alternatives LOS
Each of the four Build alternatives was analyzed for this study. Each contained a
variation of the Plain Street Bridge alternative and attempted to redistribute traffic
throughout the network to alleviate traffic volumes at the “choke” points of the network.
During the analysis of these alternatives, several un-signalized intersections experienced
significant increases and/or shifts in traffic volumes. The LOS and delays for these
intersections were reviewed to determine if a signal might be warranted in the future.
The following intersections had significant traffic volume and delay, which may warrant
future signals:
All Build Alternatives:
• Meadow Street / New East-West Connector Road
• Old Elmira / Albany / West Spencer
• South Titus / Cayuga / East Spencer
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Alternative 2 Only:
• Plain / North Titus
• Plain / South Titus
• Plain / Clinton
It is important to note that this capacity analysis was performed independently of the
travel demand model. The model was used to estimate the demand for specific roads and
corridors within the study area, while the capacity analysis was used to indicate
intersections that would likely need to be upgraded if such demand existed. The
definition of LOS and the corresponding delay levels are included in the Appendix
following this report. The LOS and delay for the four alternatives analyzed are
summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5
Level Of Service (LOS)

Intersection

Seneca & Tioga
State & Aurora
Court & Plain
Court & Cayuga
Court & Tioga
Court & Aurora
Buffalo & Plain
Buffalo & Albany
Buffalo & Geneva
Buffalo & Cayuga
Buffalo & Tioga
Buffalo & Aurora
Cascadilla & Meadow St.
State St. & Albany
Court & Albany
State St. & Floral Ave.
State St. & Plain
Seneca & Geneva
Green & Geneva
S. Titus & Plain
Park & Albany
Plain & Elmira
Wood & Albany
Clinton & Plain
S. Titus/Cayuga/Spencer
Clinton & Turner Pl
Clinton & Corn
N. Titus & Plain
Turner Pl & Spencer
Wood & Fair
Wood & Plain
South & Titus
State St. & Geneva
State St. & Cayuga
State St. & Taughannock
Blvd
Seneca & Aurora
Seneca & Albany
Seneca & Cayuga
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Intersection

Buffalo & Taughannock
Blvd
State & Green
Green & Plain
Green & Albany
Green & Cayuga
State & Fulton St.
Buffalo & Fulton St.
Buffalo & Meadow St.
Clinton & Meadow St.
Clinton & Albany
State St. & Meadow St.
Clinton & Cayuga
Cecil A. Malone & Meadow
St.
Wegmans & Meadow St.
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Notes: U indicates unsignalized, S indicates signalized intersection.
Unsignalized LOS based on the critical approach.
* indicates that intersection has been analyzed with a new signal.
**
indicates proposed signal/intersection improvements.

Effect of Alternatives on Bicycle Plan
The City of Ithaca’s Bicycle Plan, dated March 1997, addresses the issues that affect
bicycle transportation and makes general recommendations on both the short- and longterm improvements. The short-term recommendations, called Phase One in the bicycle
plan, are primarily a network of bike lanes or hybrid lanes. A bike lane is a designated
striped lane for the exclusive use of bicycles. The Ithaca Bicycle Plan defines a hybrid
lane as “a lane shared by both motorists and bicyclists and is marked with a special
pavement marking arrow.” Many of the recommended bike or hybrid lanes are located
within the Six-Point Plan study area. Two of the bicycle facilities identified in this plan
could potentially be impacted by some of the Six Point Improvements.
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One of the recommended bike lane facilities in the Bicycle Plan begins on S. Plain Street
north of Elmira Road and continues along North Titus Avenue using the pedestrian
bridge crossing over Six Mile Creek. One of the Six Point Improvements considers
converting the pedestrian bridge to allow vehicular traffic. A provision for bicycle use
would need to be addressed if the pedestrian bridge is converted to vehicular use.
Another bicycle facility is recommended along the full length of Meadow Street, and
could also be affected by the Six Point improvements. In this case, the Six Point
improvements are likely to reduce vehicular traffic on Meadow Street and could
potentially benefit the bicycle facility.
Additionally, the Six Point Improvements can impact several other roadways within the
study area. The redistribution of vehicular traffic volume can affect the suitability of
some roads for bicycle use. Besides the streets mentioned above, bike or hybrid lanes are
recommended along W. Green Street, Elmira Road, Seneca Street, and Spencer Road as
well as the two bridges over the Cayuga Inlet. For all alternatives evaluated, traffic
volumes are projected to increase along W. Green Street and decrease along Elmira
Road. Roadway volume along Seneca Street, Spencer Road, and on the two bridges over
the Cayuga Inlet is expected to be marginally affected.
The Ithaca Bicycle Plan’s long-term bicycle recommendations within the project area
also include the creation of bicycle boulevards along five streets:
•
•
•
•
•

Court Street from Meadow Street to University Avenue;
W. Buffalo Street from Meadow Street to Tioga Street;
Plain Street from Elmira Road to Cascadilla Street;
Cayuga Street from W. Clinton Street to E. Lincoln Street; and
Wood Street from Meadow Street to S. Plain Street.

The Ithaca Bicycle Plan defines a bicycle boulevard as “a shared roadway where bicyclefriendly traffic calming techniques are incorporated . . . to slow the traffic entering and
traveling through residential neighborhoods.” These traffic calming techniques include
bike lanes, traffic circles, speed humps, bump-outs, medians, and chicanes.
According to traffic projections, the volumes along Court and Buffalo streets will remain
about the same after the implementation of the Six Point Improvements. However,
roadway volumes along Cayuga Street are expected to increase for all four alternatives.
For Alternative 1, which does not include the conversion of Plain Street Bridge to
vehicular traffic, traffic on Plain Street is expected to remain the same. For Alternatives
2, 3, and 4, traffic volumes are expected to increase on Plain Street north of South Street
and decrease south of South Street. Wood Street volumes are expected to increase for all
alternatives except Alternative 3 where volumes are expected to remain level. Each of
these streets will need to be evaluated for bicycle suitability based on the future traffic
volumes.
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An additional recommendation in the Bicycle Plan is to convert Clinton Street to a shared
roadway. According to the Ithaca Bicycle Plan, a shared roadway allows for cyclists to
“comfortably” share street space with motorists in the case of low to medium traffic
volumes and speeds.” For all alternatives, the volumes are projected to decrease along
Clinton Street.
For any alternative in the Six Point Plan that involves new roadway alignment or the reconstruction of existing streets, provisions for bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be
addressed. This includes the new Connector Road, Taughannock Boulevard Extension,
and West Spencer Street (where appropriate). Appropriate design guidelines for bike and
walking facilities can be found in the August 24, 2000 report, Design Guidelines:
Southwest Area and Elmira Road – Meadow Street Corridor prepared by Trowbridge &
Wolf Landscape Architects for the City of Ithaca.
Heavy Vehicles
A Draft Technical Memorandum titled, Ithaca Freight Transportation Study, being
prepared for the Ithaca-Tompkins County Transportation Council identified several
roadways within City of Ithaca as primary truck routes. Seneca, Green, and Meadow
Streets and Elmira Road are all state routes and primary truck routes. On Clinton Street
and Buffalo Street, only trucks with local deliveries are allowed. Trucks were defined as
FHWA Vehicle Class 5 (2 axle, 6 tire single unit and above. In the Site Impact Traffic
Evaluation for the Southwest Area Development prepared for the City of Ithaca, manual
traffic counts by classification at the intersections of Meadow Street and Buffalo Street
and of Clinton Street and Albany Street indicate that truck percentages were two percent
or less of total vehicular volume.
Transit Service
Transit service for the City of Ithaca is provided by Tompkins Consolidated Area Transit
(TCAT), which is a joint venture between Cornell University, the City of Ithaca, and
Tompkins County. The fleet of forty-six buses provides service within Ithaca, to Ithaca
College and Cornell University, and also to neighboring shopping areas and towns such
as Enfield and Danby. In 2000, TCAT carried more than 2.6 million riders. Every
TCAT bus has a bike rack mounted on its front end.
Most of the 39 bus routes serviced by TCAT have the Ithaca Commons as a destination.
Service is generally focused on the northern and eastern sides of the study area. Five bus
routes, Routes 13, 14, 15, 18 & 19, travel through the study area. Two of the routes,
Routes 18 & 19, only operate on Saturdays.
Route 13 travels from the Ithaca Commons along W. Seneca Street to north on Albany
Street. Both Routes 14 and 19 run along State Street from the Ithaca Commons across
the Cayuga Inlet making a stop at the Ithaca Bus Terminal.
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Route 15, the “Southside Shopper”, zigzags through the study area travelling from Ithaca
Commons to Meadow Street via State, Geneva, Clinton, Albany, Wood Streets, Elmira
Road and Plain Street. Stops are made at Titus Towers I off of Plain Street, Ithaca Plaza,
K-Mart, Tops Plaza, Wegman’s, and Nates Floral Estates. There is no Sunday service to
Nates Floral Estates.
Route 18 departs from Ithaca Commons traveling along Cayuga Street, Clinton Street,
Meadow Street, Elmira Road, and Spencer Street with its destination as Buttermilk Falls
State Park.
On Mondays through Saturdays, once Route 15 continues its loop, it then continues as
Route 14 and vice versa. There is a similar arrangement for the Saturday only routes,
Routes 18 and 19.
There are also three intercity bus operators that serve Ithaca. Greyhound, Trailways, and
Shortline carry approximately 179,000 passengers per year from the Ithaca Bus Terminal
located on Fulton Street between State and Seneca Streets. On Fridays and Sundays, less
than ten intercity buses service Ithaca and on the remaining days, a little less than twenty
travel along E. Green Street from the bus terminal.
Data from the 1990 Census indicates that approximately 6% of work commutes were by
transit and 8% by carpooling. In fact, the City of Ithaca experiences a higher percent of
transit usage than average. Only New York City has more transit trip per capita in the
State of New York.
Transit usage is not anticipated to be effected by the Six Point Improvements. No
routings are directly impacted and the current system can generally benefit to the extent
that various streets and intersections are improved to reduce congestion.
Travel Demand Management
The primary objective of “Travel Demand Management” (TDM) measures is to reduce
roadway congestion. This can be accomplished in three ways: 1) by switching to
alternative modes of transportation such as transit or walking; 2) by traveling in non-peak
hours; and/or 3) by not leaving the home at all.
The primary means of alternative transportation include ridesharing, taking transit, biking
or walking. Ridesharing occurs when two or more people share a vehicle for a trip and
can be in the form of carpools or vanpools. Ridesharing’s advantages include reducing
commuting costs for travelers, reducing highway congestion and improving air quality by
having fewer cars on the road. According to the Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE) manual, A Toolbox for Alleviating Traffic Congestion and Enhancing Mobility,
area-wide carpool programs can reduce commute trip Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) on
average by 0 to 3 percent.
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Non-motorized transportation, such as biking and walking, is not extensively used in this
country as a means of travel for daily trips. However, the transportation research
literature notes that, in communities encompassing or adjacent to a university campus,
this form of transportation could be considered a serious alternative. ITE’s manual, A
Toolbox for Alleviating Traffic Congestion and Enhancing Mobility, suggests that if the
percentage of bicycle and walking trips were each increased by 2 percent, commute
VMTs could be reduced 0.5 percent and 0.2 percent, respectively. Therefore, an increase
of 5 percent for bicycle and walking trips would potentially reduce the commute VMTs
by 1.1 percent and 0.4% percent, respectively.
“Flextime” and compressed workweeks (CWW) present additional TDM options for
reducing the number of vehicles traveling during peak hours. Flextime allows individual
employees to set their work hours. For example, an employee could arrive at work at 7
AM and leave at 4 PM, rather than the traditional 9 AM to 5 PM arrival and departure
hours, allowing him or her to avoid traveling during peak hours. Compressed workweeks
(CWW) typically involve allowing employees to work an entire weekly schedule of hours
during fewer than five days. For example, an employer might allow employees to work
four ten-hour days, and take the fifth day off of work. This type of arrangement allows
employees to travel during non-peak hours as well as to commute one less day per week.
Some estimates suggest that CWW can reduce up to 0.6 percent of total VMT and up to
0.5 percent of vehicle trips in a region (the reduction in actual commuter trips would be
more significant). It has also been suggested, however, that CWW employees just make
additional personal trips on their day off, thereby possibly reducing travel demand
reduction benefits of CWW programs.
“Telecommuting” (also known as “telework”) or allowing an employee to work from
home either full- or part-time reduces the need for the employee to leave the home,
thereby reducing the number of commuter trips per day. Telework tends to be
particularly attractive to longer-distance commuters, so VMT reductions can be relatively
high.
The success of these TDM measures depends on support programs, both public and
private, to encourage and facilitate their use. For example, to encourage ridesharing,
employers can offer a carpool/vanpool rider matching program and preferred parking to
participants. Employers could also provide subsidies to transit users or employees who
bike or walk to work. To encourage employees to switch to biking, lockers could be
installed at park and ride lots or transit stations and lockers and showers could be
provided at the worksite.
Over the last several decades, cities and regions across the country have implemented a
variety of TDM programs, with varying results. For example, a TDM program was
established in downtown Hartford, Connecticut, which involved 11 of the city’s largest
employers. In a cooperative public-private partnership, employers tried to discourage
single occupant trips while the government tried to improve transit and other options.
The results of these efforts were judged by the amount of total vehicle trips reduced.
These reductions ranged from a low of 2.4 percent for one employer to a high of 47.9
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percent for another. On average, vehicle trips reductions ranged from about 15 to 25
percent. Another example is provided by the City of Pleasanton and Hacienda Business
Park in Alameda County, California. In this case, the City of Pleasanton started a TDM
program in conjunction with the development of the Hacienda Business Park, with a
focus on reducing traffic impacts. A goal of achieving a 40 percent reduction in peak
period vehicle trips was set for large employers and the City of Pleasanton. After
implementation, the percent reduction in vehicle trips ranged from 4.8 percent to 13.4
percent, which was achieved by encouraging use of alternative modes and flexible work
hours.
This evaluation of the Proposed Six-Point Improvement Plan did not inventory or analyze
any existing TDM programs in Ithaca, though it recognized that Cornell University does
have an award winning TDM program already in place. Based on observation and
background research, it appears that Ithaca and the surrounding region hold the potential
for implementing broader and successful TDM programs that could help slow the growth
in vehicle traffic and allow smoother management and phasing of roadway improvement
projects. Ithaca possesses certain characteristics that are typically associated with the
more successful TDM programs around the country, including major employers
concentrated within limited geographic areas (e.g., Cornell University and Ithaca
College) and a well-patronized and extensive public transit system. In addition, Ithaca’s
downtown is considered to be quite pedestrian-friendly, with a significant number of
walk-trips. Further, there are large concentrations of college students who share similar
trip-making characteristics. Taken together, these factors could provide a solid
foundation for Ithaca and its partners, such as TCAT and ITCTC, as well as Cornell
University and Ithaca College, to pursue TDM initiatives. A suggested first step is the
establishment of Transportation Management Associations (TMA)1 in key locations, such
as downtown and the college campus areas as well as emerging suburban employment
centers, to help identify reasonable TDM options and provide an organizational
framework for managing TDM information dissemination and patron recruitment.
Community Livability and Quality of Life
The service capacity of a street is measured in terms of LOS, which qualitatively
expresses the degree of congestion experienced on the street and at intersections. While
the service capacity of a street typically refers to the quality of traffic flow as experienced
by the motorist, it does not address how the residents that live along the street view
traffic. Any number of conditions can contribute to a resident’s tolerance level of traffic
1

A Transportation Management Association (TMA) is a partnership of businesses implementing
congestion solutions in a specified area, typically including employers, developers, and other
businesses, along with public agencies. Many are incorporated, non-profit organizations, while some
are less formal and provide advocacy or networking services. Typically, TMAs are located in
employment settings and focus on commuter needs. TMAs are usually formed to respond to existing
traffic congestion or access needs, mitigate traffic expected from new development, centralize and
coordinate commute option efforts of individual companies, and enhance the appeal and quality of life
in the area.
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in their neighborhood such as speed, volume, noise, air-quality, and safety to name a few.
While there is no established volume of traffic that is accepted by everyone, different
functional classifications of streets can be used as an initial barometer to gauge the
appropriate levels of traffic for functionally different streets. For example, local streets
are designed to primarily serve the local residents and businesses on that street, and feed
local collectors, which in turn access major arterial street systems. Because this
hierarchy exists in most towns and cities, it makes sense to evaluate streets with
consideration to varying levels of sensitivity by local residents.
While no standard thresholds exist for the different functional classifications of street
systems, professional judgment can be applied to develop ‘acceptable’ volume definitions
for different functional classifications. These definitions can then be used in the planning
process to help determine the community impacts of a transportation project.
In Ithaca, much debate has centered around the ‘acceptable’ volume on local roads.
Because the City has residential property on virtually every street, everyone is subjected
to the negative effects of traffic. While no road should be exempt from sharing the traffic
burden in the City, an attempt should be made in the planning process to encourage
traffic to use higher functionally classed roads and not use local streets as major
thoroughfares.
One potential way to look at ‘acceptable’ volume thresholds on local streets is to make an
assumption that at the very minimum, vehicles need to be able to leave their driveways in
a safe and efficient manner. According to the HCM, a delay of fifteen seconds is
generally considered ‘acceptable’ for a motorist to wait at a stop-controlled intersection
to make a turn. If this assumption is transferred to a motorist leaving a driveway onto a
local street, then the calculations for the major street volume yield a maximum of 800
vph, or 400 vph in each direction to approximate a worse case scenario.
Another way to look at maximum ‘acceptable’ volumes on local streets is to evaluate it
from a pedestrian perspective. The HCM estimates that the average person walks at a
speed of four feet per second. Assuming a standard 32-foot cross section yields a total
walk time of eight seconds. Assuming uniform gaps in traffic, this analysis suggests that
a maximum volume threshold for a street that has frequent pedestrian crossings is about
450 vph. Of course, this is an extremely simplistic way of looking at this issue, and
depending on the frequency of pedestrian activity, the average age of residents, the
average speed of traffic, and a dozen other factors, different values can be obtained.
Based on the aforementioned methodologies, a conclusion can be drawn that a typical
local street can have a range of traffic levels that most residents will tolerate. Somewhere
between 450 and 800 vph would likely satisfy most residents; however, there will always
be some that have lived in more congested environments and can tolerate more as well as
those who feel that no traffic should be allowed. An important consideration when
holding these values against volumes published earlier in this report is that this study
considers P.M. peak hour volume. As stated previously, these represent the highest
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volume hours of the day, and other time periods naturally experience much lower traffic
levels.
Environmental Evaluation
Each alternative of the Six-Point Plan was inventoried and preliminarily screened for
environmental impact. Impacts to features such as wetlands, open space/parkland,
historic and archeological sites, and hazardous materials were qualitatively assessed. The
objective of this task was to make sure that no “fatal flaws” existed that would preclude
the recommendation of one of the Six Points. The following is a summary of potential
environmental impacts that may need to be addressed should the project proceed to the
construction phase.
Cultural Resources (Historic and Archeological)
No significant cultural resources were identified within the study area. Based on the
current plans, there are no individually listed historic resources that will be directly
impacted by any of the transportation improvements. Implementation of the Six Point
Traffic Plan is not expected to have any substantial adverse impact on cultural resources.
Open Space/Parklands
There will be no direct impacts to twenty-two of the twenty-three public parks and
natural areas located within the study. Wood Street Park is the nearest public park that
may be impacted due to an increase in traffic along Wood Street; however, this park does
not present any direct physical constraints to implementing any of the improvements.
Right of Way (ROW)
The potential for right of way acquisition may result from some the proposed
improvements. The following are the anticipated right of way impacts for the study area:
Spencer Street - The widening of W. Spencer Street to a desired two-way cross section,
as depicted in Illustration A in Figure 12, would require the acquisition of private
properties. Due to the greater number of properties and the existence of retaining walls
on the west side of Spencer Road, it is preferable to widen on the east side of the street.
Such a widening would require the demolition of a large multi-tenant property (shown in
Figure 10) and at least one other private home. This cross section would also require
major earth and rock excavation, as well as the construction of a significant retaining
wall.
The residences on both sides of the street could possibly be maintained with a “tight”
typical section; however, parking on Spencer Street may need to be eliminated from the
west side of the street (shown in Figure 11). The ‘tight’ typical section for W. Spencer
Street is illustrated in Illustration D in Figure 13. This cross section could be
accommodated by 38 feet of ROW and would include tow 13 foot shared lanes for use by
vehicles and bicycles. This type of arrangement is adequate for cyclists who are
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Source:
Design Guidelines: Southwest Area and
Elmira Road – Meadow Street Corridor

ITHACA SIX POINT TRAFFIC PLAN
Recommended Cross Sections

Figure 12

East Side of street would require
significant earthwork

Illustration C
Medium Section
Illustrations not to scale.
Note: Figures Modified by WSA – Originally from
Design Guidelines: Southwest Area and Elmira
Road – Meadow Street Corridor

Illustration D

Illustration E

Tight Section –
No Parking

Tight Section –
With Parking

ITHACA SIX POINT TRAFFIC PLAN
Optional ‘Tight’ Cross Sections

Figure 13

experienced in riding with traffic, and not necessarily for young children. This section
would also include 4 feet to tree lawn on both sides of the road and a 4 foot sidewalk on
the west side.
Another possible alternative for a ‘tight’ cross section is depicted in Illustration E in
Figure 13. Again, this cross section could be accommodated by 38 feet of ROW. In this
alternative, on-street parking could be maintained by eliminating the tree lawns in the
previous alternative. The street would consist of a 14 foot shared lane on the east side of
the street (which is uphill) and a 12 foot lane on the west side of the street, which would
also have a sidewalk directly abutting the street.
Both scenarios would involve some excavation on the east side of the street, which would
include retaining walls and the likely removal of the stairwell from the apartment
complex.
Finally, a ‘medium’ cross section alternative was added to the analysis. Illustration C in
Figure 13 depicts a 56 foot cross section that would still impact properties on the east side
of the street, but would involve less excavation an lower retaining walls than the ‘wide’
cross section alternative. This concept would provide 11-foot travel lanes and four-foot
shoulders for bicycle use. A sidewalk would exist on the west side of the street only.

Figure 10 – Multi-Unit Property on East Side of Spencer Street
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Figure 11 – Parking and Residents on West side of Spencer Street
New Connector Road from Meadow Street to Southwest Development Area –
Determination would need to be made if additional right-of-way is necessary in order to
construct the new roadway. There does not appear to be any acquisition of existing
businesses. Coordination with plans to relocate the Tops Plaza Drive and appropriate
access management techniques should be considered.
South Plain Street Bridge - Determination needs to be made if additional right-of-way is
necessary in order to construct the new roadway. The South Street Bridge would likely
involve additional ROW due to its skewed orientation. The South Titus Bridge would
appear to impact a significant portion of green space (potential park land) on the south
side of Six Mile Creek.
Widening of Route 13 to a Five Lane Cross Section - Since the businesses along Route
13 have a set back away from the street there does not appear to be a need to acquire any
businesses. Additional right-of-way may be required.
Taughannock Blvd. Extension - Determination needs to be made if acquisition of the
Goodyear property is necessary. Potential impacts could include purchasing the entire
parcel and relocating the business. The area is shown in Figure 14. Right-of-Way or
easements may also need to be acquired from the railroad and along the southerly
extension to Route 13.
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Figure 14 – Goodyear Property across from Taughannock Blvd
South Street & Wood Street – Remove Diverters - Based on the current plans, there are
no anticipated impacts to right of way.
Wetlands
Potential impacts to wetlands were reviewed for the proposed project. The following are
the wetland impacts found in the study area:
Spencer Street- Based on the current plans, there are no anticipated impacts to wetlands.
New Connector Road from Meadow Street to Southwest Development Area – This
improvement potentially impacts existing wetlands by crossing a drainage ditch. It is
anticipated that the drainage ditch will be channelized with a new culvert.
South Plain Bridge – The potential exists to impact Six Mile Creek with the new bridge
alignments. It is likely that the longer the bridge span, the greater the impact. This area
is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 – Plain Street Pedestrian Bridge
Widening of Route 13 to a Five Lane Cross Section - Based on the current plans there,
are no anticipated impacts to wetlands.
Taughannock Blvd. Extension - The extension of Taughannock Blvd. would require a
major water crossing near the intersection at W. State Street. This area is shown in
Figure 16. There is potential for affecting existing wetlands in this area and the areas to
the south, as the roadway is extended to Route 13.
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Figure 16 – Water Crossing at Six Mile Creek and Relief Channel
South Street & Wood Street – Remove Diverters- Based on the current plans, there are no
anticipated impacts on wetlands.
Hazardous Materials
Potential construction impacts include the disturbance of hazardous or contaminated
materials. Properties within the proposed project were reviewed for their potential to
contain hazardous or contaminated materials they are as follows:
Spencer Street- Based on the current plans, there are no anticipated impacts on hazardous
materials.
New Connector Road from Meadow Street to Southwest Development Area- Based on
the current plans, there are no anticipated impacts on hazardous materials.
South Plain Street Extension over Creek- Based on the current plans, there are no
anticipated impacts on hazardous materials.
Widening of Route 13 to a Five Lane Cross Section - Based on the current plans, there
are no anticipated impacts on hazardous materials.
Taughannock Blvd. Extension - The extension of Taughannock Blvd. will traverse along
the existing railroad property. Railroads themselves have potential for contamination
from their own historic operation.
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South Street & Wood Street – Remove Diverters- Based on the current plans, there are no
anticipated impacts on hazardous materials.
Preliminary Cost Estimates
To assist the City of Ithaca in the recommendation and phasing of future transportation
improvements, preliminary cost estimates were developed for each alternative.
Schematic Construction (or preliminary) Cost Estimates are based on current, Year 2001
dollars. Major portions of work are itemized in the attached Cost Estimate sheets in the
Appendix. Since the estimate is based on schematic layout information, a detailed
estimate was not possible at this time.
Contingency factors have been added to the major cost items to account for the level of
detail of the estimate. The total costs shown on the estimates are “Total Project Costs”,
since they include contractor and engineering costs. The percentages used are based on
the stage of overall project development, i.e. schematic, conceptual, design, etc. As these
Points are further developed, contingencies will decrease as they go through preliminary
design, final design, and construction documents. It is not uncommon to have a 25 or 30
percent contingency at this level. Other percentages were based on past experience of
what these items will cost based on a percentage of work. Overall, the percentages used
were consistent for all Points, except for Point 6, since this is a relatively small project
and requires different factors.
Some major cost items that have not been included in the estimates are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right of Way Costs;
Family/Business Relocation Costs;
Environmental Clean-Up Costs; and
Rock Excavation Costs.

These costs are difficult to estimate at the planning level. Some of this information was
collected from visual inspection, but specific costs are subject to appraisals and detailed
engineering review.
Explanation of Line Items in the estimates that may not be readily apparent;
Mobilization: This is the construction contractor’s mobilization cost.
Traffic Items: Includes signing and striping items.
Minor Items: Includes erosion control items, landscaping items, hardscape features,
fencing, etc.
Incidentals: This is the construction contractor’s incidental cost to pay for general
conditions, overhead & profit, bonds and insurance.
Costs for subsequent years of construction should be increased to account for the cost of
inflation (currently in the range of 3% per year).
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Table 6 lists the preliminary cost estimates for each of the Six Points. Some of the
improvements have multiple options to reflect variations in alignment or deviations from
City standards. Detailed cost estimates can be found in the Appendix at the end of this
report.
Table 6
Preliminary Cost Estimates
Description of Improvement

Cost

Point 1A - Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way (“Tight” Cross Section)
Point 1B - Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way (Medium Cross Section) *
Point 1C - Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way (Full Cross Section) *
Point 2 - New Connector Road from Meadow Street to Southwest Area
Point 3A - Plain Street Bridge
Point 3B – South Street Bridge
Point 3C – Titus Bridge
Point 4 - Widening of Route 13 to Five Lanes Cross Section (Old Elmira
and W. Clinton)
Point 5 - Taughannock Blvd Extension *
Point 6 - South Street & Wood Street Removal if Diagonal Diverters, Add
Traffic Calming (Speed Humps)

$1,760,000
$2,182,000
$4,631,000
$2,644,000
$1,596,000
$1,694,000
$5,749,000
$794,000
$7,513,000
$39,000

Note: Figures do not include ROW or environmental mitigation costs.
* Could be significantly higher due to property acquisition costs.

Recommendations
Overall, the Six Point Plan achieves the goals and objectives of the City’s Findings
Statement. Refinements to some of the original concepts have evolved from this
planning process, and constructive dialogue on the livability issues of local
neighborhoods took place. Each of the four alternative packages were evaluated based on
their transportation benefit, their impact to environmental and social resources, their
impact to residential communities, their effect on other planning initiatives such as the
Bicycle Master Plan, and their construction costs. While each of these items were
evaluated at a preliminary planning level of detail, collectively they begin to paint a
broader picture of how the City is attempting to manage growth in traffic as a result of
increasing economic development. The following discussion of the Six Point Plan
improvements should serve to help City decision makers formulate an action plan and
program and prioritize improvements into the City’s long-range plan.
Point 1 – Spencer Street Widening
This improvement would be an important component of the overall plan, provided critical
constraints could be overcome. As stated previously, the type of cross section desired for
this street will dictate whether or not property would be impacted. To fully address the
Goals of the Findings Statement, a recommended cross section would include full bicycle
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lanes and sidewalk facilities to accommodate multiple modes of transportation traveling
from the Southwest Area to downtown. This type of cross section (Illustration A in
Figure 12) would be the safest alternative for all people wishing to use this street. The
lowest impact alternative however, would involve 13-foot shared lanes in each direction,
the removal of on-street parking, and minimal sidewalks on one side of the street. Onstreet parking could be maintained, by sacrificing tree lawn space.
In addition, the sight distance issues raised in the Spencer Street Traffic Study are a
legitimate concern and would need to be re-evaluated to include appropriate intersection
treatments to correct the deficiencies. It appears that the demolition of the vacant
property west of Cayuga Street and south of South Titus would improve this situation.
Additionally, signalization of this intersection can control the flow of traffic so that
incidents resulting from poor sight distance are minimized. The signal is also warranted
from a traffic perspective.
From a traffic standpoint, two-way operation does provide benefits to the local street
network by absorbing some of the traffic that currently uses Albany Street, South Titus,
and Cayuga Street. It also provides a more direct connection to the Commons and the
Southwest Area. By focusing traffic on this improved corridor, this improvement helps
to address the Goals in the City’s Findings Statement.
Point 2 – New Connector Road from Meadow Street to the Southwest Development Area
This improvement would provide an important link to Meadow Street to the Southwest
Area. Combining this road with the new Tops Driveway could provide opportunities to
‘piggyback’ projects to save costs. The relocation of the Tops Driveway is expected to
include a traffic signal that will be part of a new coordinated system controlled by the
State. Combining these projects could include access management techniques to reduce
the number of driveways on Meadow Street. No major environmental impacts have been
identified.
This improvement provides improved accessibility to Meadow Street and therefore
addresses one of the Goals of the Findings Statement: to provide a direct route that
strongly links the Southwest Area to the downtown.
Point 3 – Plain Street Bridge
Plain Street had a vehicular traffic bridge over Six Mile Creek until the late 1970s. This
bridge was replaced at that time by a pedestrian bridge and effectively closed Plain Street
to through traffic. This study evaluated the impact of constructing a new vehicular bridge
over the creek. Of the three alignments explored as part of this analysis, it is
recommended that the bridge that connects Plain Street north and south of Six Mile Creek
be constructed. The environmental and cost impacts are expected to be less for this
alignment than for the others.
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Plain Street had a functional classification of 'local road' through the mid-1990s. Around
1996 the ITCTC set out to review the classification of roadways countywide.
Representatives from local jurisdictions, primarily highway superintendents, planners and
public works officials from the county, city, villages and towns, were given a map of the
existing classifications and asked where they would like changes. The review of roadway
classifications went through at least three iterations.
The result from this exercise was the reclassification of Plain St. from local road to Urban
Collector between Cascadilla St. and Court St., and Urban Minor Arterial between Court
St. and Elmira Rd. to the south. These classification boundaries are the same for Albany
St. In discussions with the city there is some agreement that Plain St. and Albany St. act
more as collectors and should be changed to that classification for their whole lengths.
NYSDOT will perform a review of classifications next year, once Census 2000
transportation data becomes available.
The traffic impacts to Plain Street as a result of this new linkage are expected to be within
the livability limits discussed in other parts of the report. The benefits to other roads
include the reductions of traffic on Albany Street, Cayuga Street, and Meadow Street.
The South Street Bridge alignment requires the heavy utilization of South Street by
traffic, and does not serve to distribute traffic evenly over other streets south of the creek.
The South Titus alignment provides better utilization of South Titus, but the increase in
traffic on this link would likely further exacerbate the congestion problems at the
Meadow Street Bridge.
The construction of this bridge should consider full bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations.
This improvement addresses the Goals of the Findings Statement by improving
accessibility of the Southwest Area for people who live east and south of downtown
Ithaca. While it does attract traffic to streets that currently experience minimal traffic, it
helps other streets by distributing the load more evenly across Six Mile Creek.
Point 4 – Widen Meadow Street to a Five Lane Cross Section at Old Elmira Road and
West Clinton Street
The recommendation at the Old Elmira intersection is to widen the existing Meadow
Street cross section to provide for left hand turn lanes both to the south and north of the
intersection to allow for left turning vehicles to exit the mainstream flow of traffic before
they make their turn. This is especially critical at the southbound approach where traffic
making a left onto Old Elmira Road frequently disrupts the smooth flow of traffic at this
intersection. This improvement also has potential safety benefits and should include full
pedestrian accommodations in the form of cross walks, pedestrian signals, and street
lighting.
The original concept to widen the Meadow Street Bridge to include three northbound
lanes is not recommended by this study. The intent was to help reduce congestion at the
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intersection with W. Clinton Street by providing additional capacity at the bridge
crossing. Further study has concluded that the bridge capacity has little to do with the
congestion experienced at this intersection. It is believed that two other factors contribute
to the perceived ‘bottleneck’ at this bridge. First, there is no exclusive left turn pocket at
the northbound approach to Cecil A. Malone Drive. This left turn movement often
results in the conflict with through vehicles oriented northbound across the bridge.
Secondly, the signal at W. Clinton Street is part of a closed-loop coordinated signal
system maintained by the State. This system is fairly complex, and it is interrelated to
other signals on Meadow Street north of Six Mile Creek. It is believed that the backup
created by this intersection results in traffic queuing over the bridge. Simply widening
this bridge would only accomplish more storage space for vehicle to stack up in. A
concept plan was developed to explore the possibility of providing an exclusive left turn
pocket at Cecil A. Malone Drive. This will help to remove left turning vehicles at Cecil
A. Malone Drive from interfering with the flow of through traffic. Additionally, it is
recommended that the State review the signal plan at West Clinton Street to see if any
improvement can be made at this intersection. The fact the coordinated system on
Meadow Street is already difficult to manage has prompted NYSDOT to consider
creating a new coordinated system south of Six Mile Creek. This may help the
throughput of traffic along Meadow Street. This concept plan is illustrated in Figure 17.
These improvements address the Goals in the Findings Statement by eliminating
bottlenecks in the transportation system that would cause traffic diversion to local streets.
The upgrade of Meadow Street at these two intersections would provide smoother and
safer traffic operation on a road that was physically designed to handle the load.
Point 5 – Taughannock Boulevard Extension
This alternative has the greatest potential for helping to mitigate traffic impacts on
neighborhoods south of the creek. Unfortunately, it also faces some of the greatest
constraints. The extension over Six Mile Creek where it meets the relief channel in the
Southwest Area would require the construction of a bridge. The extent of the water
crossing and the uncertainty of wetland conditions on either side of the crossing can be
potential concerns. Additionally, the Goodyear Tire business located on West State
Street may need to be relocated in order to construct this bridge.
Provided a structure could be constructed across this body of water, the next issue
involves the access of railroad property to construct a road that will skirt the western edge
of the mobile home community. The City would need to successfully negotiate an
easement from the railroad to build a road through this area. This would likely include
addressing safety issues regarding a new intersection at Cecil A. Malone Drive where the
rail line crosses. Another potential issue that may surface is the cleanup of hazardous
material. Often, the historical use of rail lines has contributed to hazardous materials in
the soil. Soil testing would identify the extent of this issue.
If the alignment identified in this plan cannot be accomplished due to the various
constraints identified above, it is recommended that other alignments be explored. The
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Figure 17

trip distribution patterns from the traffic model suggest that a large proportion of
Southwest Area trips are projected to come from locations north of the City. The new
road would carry a significant portion of these trips that would otherwise use Meadow
Street. This new road could also be constructed with full bicycle and pedestrian facilities
to further encourage alternate modes of transportation to the Southwest Development.
This improvement addresses the Goals in the Findings Statement by strongly linking the
Southwest Area to downtown Ithaca, and relieving some of the traffic burden on Meadow
Street, which in turn helps keep traffic off of local streets in the Southside and South-ofthe-Creek neighborhoods.
Point 6 – Removal of Diagonal Diverter from Wood and South Street
This improvement is recommended by this study. The installation of these devices has
diverted a disproportionate amount of traffic to streets such as W. Clinton. While it is
recognized that Wood and South Streets are quiet residential neighborhoods, it is
proposed instead to install traffic calming devices that serve to slow traffic rather than to
prohibit its movement. The study assumed two speed humps for each block between
Meadow Street and Plain Street to keep traffic to a 25 MPH speed limit. The effect on
traffic volume is projected to increase slightly, but well with the ‘livability’ range that
was previously described.
These improvements help to distribute traffic more evenly throughout the neighborhoods,
while still maintaining a livable environment through use of traffic calming techniques.
To address the Goals in the Findings Statement, these improvements must provide better
accessibility to the Southwest Area while protecting the neighborhoods from the adverse
impacts of traffic. South and Wood Streets should not be closed to through traffic, but
should be designed in such a manner as to discourage much of the through traffic and
control speeds. The analysis of this improvement suggests that such a goal is achievable.
Alternative Package Recommendation
Overall, Alternative Package 2 is recommended for further consideration by the City of
Ithaca. All Six Points implemented as a total package are projected to help mitigate
traffic impacts while maintaining sensitivity to local neighborhoods as well as the
environment. While each point would certainly require a study of greater detail before
any of these improvements could be constructed, the plan as conceived provides a solid
platform to build upon.
The Goals established by the Findings Statement are the most important and fundamental
measures to evaluate the Six Point Improvements against. The evolution of these
improvements has resulted in the formulation of an improvement package that includes
each of the recommended Points working synergistically to meet these Goals.
Alternative Package 2 performs the best in regard to these Goals, by improving
accessibility, protecting the neighborhoods, and enhancing corridors that link the
Southwest Area with downtown Ithaca.
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APPENDIX

Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 1 (Tight)- Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way
1,200 Feet Long
Existing Residences on both sides of Street to Remain
Item Description
Unit
Quantity
Unit Price
Earthwork
CY
3,200
$10.00
Rock Excavation
CY
600
$150.00
Drainage - New
SY
1,600
$15.00
Drainage - Upgrade
SY
3,000
$7.00
Pavement-Local Street
SY
1,600
$40.00
Pavement Overlay
SY
3,000
$15.00
Retaining Walls
SY
500
$600.00
Lighting
Each
16
$2,000.00
Signal
Each
2 $110,000.00
Guiderail
FT
450
$25.00
Concrete Curb
FT
2,400
$15.00
Concrete Barrier
FT
450
$50.00
Concrete Sidewalk
SY
800
$35.00

Amount
$32,000
$90,000
$24,000
$21,000
$64,000
$45,000
$300,000
$32,000
$220,000
$11,250
$36,000
$22,500
$28,000
$925,750
$925,750

Subtotal - Major Contract Items
Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$925,750
$925,750
$925,750
$925,750
$925,750
$925,750

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$27,773
$27,773
$69,431
$18,515
$92,575
$185,150
$422,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$1,347,750
$1,347,750
$1,347,750

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$181,946
$134,775
$94,343
$412,000
$1,759,750

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)

Assumptions
1. Cost of needed Right-of-Way not included.
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 1 (Medium)- Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way
1,200 Feet Long
Existing Residences west side of Street to Remain, Remove 3 residences on east side of Street

Item Description
Earthwork
Rock Excavation
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Overlay
Retaining Walls
Lighting
Signal
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Barrier
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
Each
Each
FT
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
Unit Price
5,000
$10.00
1,300
$150.00
2,100
$15.00
3,000
$7.00
2,100
$40.00
3,000
$15.00
650
$600.00
16
$2,000.00
2 $110,000.00
500
$25.00
1,200
$15.00
500
$50.00
700
$35.00

Amount
$50,000
$195,000
$31,500
$21,000
$84,000
$45,000
$390,000
$32,000
$220,000
$12,500
$18,000
$25,000
$24,500
$1,148,500
$1,148,500

Subtotal - Major Contract Items
Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$1,148,500
$1,148,500
$1,148,500
$1,148,500
$1,148,500
$1,148,500

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$34,455
$34,455
$86,138
$22,970
$114,850
$229,700
$523,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$1,671,500
$1,671,500
$1,671,500

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$225,653
$167,150
$117,005
$510,000

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)

$2,181,500

Assumptions
1. Cost of needed Right-of-Way not included, Relocation Costs not included.
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 1 (Wide)- Widen Spencer Street to 2-Way
1,200 Feet Long
Existing Residences west side of Street to Remain, Remove 3 residences on east side of Street

Item Description
Earthwork
Rock Excavation
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Overlay
Retaining Walls
Lighting
Signal
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Barrier
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
Each
Each
FT
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
Unit Price
11,000
$10.00
4,600
$150.00
1,600
$15.00
3,000
$7.00
1,600
$40.00
3,000
$15.00
1,800
$600.00
16
$2,000.00
2 $110,000.00
800
$25.00
2,400
$15.00
800
$50.00
1,600
$35.00

Amount
$110,000
$690,000
$24,000
$21,000
$64,000
$45,000
$1,080,000
$32,000
$220,000
$20,000
$36,000
$40,000
$56,000
$2,438,000

Subtotal - Major Contract Items

$2,438,000

Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$2,438,000
$2,438,000
$2,438,000
$2,438,000
$2,438,000
$2,438,000

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$73,140
$73,140
$182,850
$48,760
$243,800
$487,600
$1,110,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$3,548,000
$3,548,000
$3,548,000

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$478,980
$354,800
$248,360
$1,083,000

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)

$4,631,000

Assumptions
1. Cost of needed Right-of-Way not included, Relocation Costs not included.
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 2 - East/West Connector Road from Meadow Street to
Southwest Development Area
2,100 Feet Long - No Bridge
Item Description
Earthwork
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Overlay
Creek Bridge
RR Crossing & Gates
Retaining Walls
New Signal
Lighting
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
LS
SY
Each
Each
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
Unit Price
11,200
$10.00
8,400
$15.00
0
$400.00
8,400
$40.00
0
$15.00
300
$1,200.00
0 $400,000.00
100
$600.00
1 $110,000.00
30
$2,000.00
400
$25.00
8,200
$15.00
2,700
$35.00

Amount
$112,000
$126,000
$0
$336,000
$0
$360,000
$0
$60,000
$110,000
$60,000
$10,000
$123,000
$94,500
$1,391,500

Subtotal - Major Contract Items

$1,391,500

Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$1,391,500
$1,391,500
$1,391,500
$1,391,500
$1,391,500
$1,391,500

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$41,745
$41,745
$104,363
$27,830
$139,150
$278,300
$634,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$2,025,500
$2,025,500
$2,025,500

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$273,443
$202,550
$141,785
$618,000
$2,643,500

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)
Assumptions
1. No Right-of-Way Costs
2. No Rock Excavation
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 3A - Plain Street Bridge
140 Feet Long - 1 Bridge (Direct Connection)
Item Description
Earthwork
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Overlay
Creek Bridge
Existing Bridge Demoliton
Retaining Walls
New Signal
Signal Modification
Lighting
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
LS
SY
Each
Each
Each
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
Unit Price
500
$10.00
140
$15.00
0
$7.00
140
$40.00
400
$15.00
420
$1,200.00
1
$30,000.00
90
$600.00
2 $110,000.00
0
$70,000.00
4
$2,000.00
80
$25.00
80
$15.00
50
$35.00

Subtotal - Major Contract Items

Amount
$5,000
$2,100
$0
$5,600
$6,000
$504,000
$30,000
$54,000
$220,000
$0
$8,000
$2,000
$1,200
$1,750
$839,650
$839,650

Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$839,650
$839,650
$839,650
$839,650
$839,650
$839,650

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$25,190
$25,190
$62,974
$16,793
$83,965
$167,930
$383,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$1,222,650
$1,222,650
$1,222,650

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$165,058
$122,265
$85,586
$373,000

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)

$1,595,650

Assumptions
1. No Right-of-Way Costs
2. No Rock Excavation
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 3B - South Street Bridge
200 Feet Long - 1 Bridge (Skew Connection to South Street)
Item Description
Earthwork
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Overlay
Creek Bridge
Existing Bridge Demoliton
Retaining Walls
New Signal
Lighting
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
LS
SY
Each
Each
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
Unit Price
700
$10.00
220
$15.00
0
$7.00
220
$40.00
400
$15.00
640
$1,200.00
1
$30,000.00
90
$600.00
0 $110,000.00
4
$2,000.00
80
$25.00
120
$15.00
80
$35.00

Subtotal - Major Contract Items

Amount
$7,000
$3,300
$0
$8,800
$6,000
$768,000
$30,000
$54,000
$0
$8,000
$2,000
$1,800
$2,800
$891,700
$891,700

Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$891,700
$891,700
$891,700
$891,700
$891,700
$891,700

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$26,751
$26,751
$66,878
$17,834
$89,170
$178,340
$406,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$1,297,700
$1,297,700
$1,297,700

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$175,190
$129,770
$90,839
$396,000

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)

$1,693,700

Assumptions
1. No Right-of-Way Costs
2. No Rock Excavation
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 3C - South Titus Street Bridge
500 Feet Long - 1 Bridge (Skew Connection to Titus Ave)
Item Description
Earthwork
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Overlay
Creek Bridge
Existing Bridge Demoliton
Retaining Walls
New Signal
Lighting
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
LS
SY
Each
Each
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
Unit Price
1,400
$10.00
220
$15.00
0
$7.00
220
$40.00
500
$15.00
2,350
$1,200.00
1
$30,000.00
200
$600.00
0 $110,000.00
8
$2,000.00
120
$25.00
120
$15.00
80
$35.00

Amount
$14,000
$3,300
$0
$8,800
$7,500
$2,820,000
$30,000
$120,000
$0
$16,000
$3,000
$1,800
$2,800
$3,027,200
$3,027,200

Subtotal - Major Contract Items
Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$3,027,200
$3,027,200
$3,027,200
$3,027,200
$3,027,200
$3,027,200

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$90,816
$90,816
$227,040
$60,544
$302,720
$605,440
$1,378,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$4,405,200
$4,405,200
$4,405,200

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$594,702
$440,520
$308,364
$1,344,000

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)

$5,749,200

Assumptions
1. No Right-of-Way Costs
2. No Rock Excavation
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 4 - Widening of Route 13 to Five Lanes and include
Left Turn Lane at Elmira & W. Clinton
2,500 Feet Long - No Bridges
Item Description
Earthwork
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Rehab/Overlay
Signal Modification
Lighting
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
Each
Each
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
700
1,000
0
1,000
11,300
2
11
120
800
500

Unit Price
$10.00
$15.00
$7.00
$40.00
$15.00
$70,000.00
$2,000.00
$25.00
$15.00
$35.00

Subtotal - Major Contract Items

Amount
$7,000
$15,000
$0
$40,000
$169,500
$140,000
$22,000
$3,000
$12,000
$17,500
$426,000
$426,000

Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$426,000
$426,000
$426,000
$426,000
$426,000
$426,000

0.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$0
$12,780
$31,950
$8,520
$42,600
$85,200
$182,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$608,000
$608,000
$608,000

13.5%
10.0%
7.0%

$82,080
$60,800
$42,560
$186,000
$794,000

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)
Assumptions
1. No Right-of-Way Costs
2. No Rock Excavation
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 5 - Taughannock Blvd Extension
6,500 Feet Long - 1 Bridge
Item Description
Earthwork
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Local Street
Pavement Overlay
Creek Bridge
RR Crossing & Gates
Retaining Walls
New Signal
Signal Modification
Lighting
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
SY
SY
SY
SY
SY
LS
SY
Each
Each
Each
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
Unit Price
30,000
$10.00
23,700
$15.00
0
$7.00
23,700
$40.00
0
$10.00
900
$1,200.00
1 $400,000.00
200
$600.00
1 $110,000.00
1
$70,000.00
90
$2,000.00
400
$25.00
17,400
$15.00
8,450
$35.00

Subtotal - Major Contract Items

Amount
$300,000
$355,500
$0
$948,000
$0
$1,080,000
$400,000
$120,000
$110,000
$70,000
$180,000
$10,000
$261,000
$295,750
$4,130,250
$4,130,250

Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$4,130,250
$4,130,250
$4,130,250
$4,130,250
$4,130,250
$4,130,250

3.0%
3.0%
7.5%
2.0%
10.0%
20.0%

$123,908
$123,908
$309,769
$82,605
$413,025
$826,050
$1,880,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$6,010,250
$6,010,250
$6,010,250

10.0%
8.0%
7.0%

$601,025
$480,820
$420,718
$1,503,000

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)

$7,513,250

Assumptions
1. No Right-of-Way Costs
2. No Environmental Clean-up Costs

Wilbur Smith Associates
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Schematic Construction Cost Estimate
Ithaca 6 Point Plan
Ithaca , New York

Point 6 - South Street & Wood Street Remove Diverters,
Add Traffic Calming (Speed Humps)
Item Description
Earthwork
Drainage - New
Drainage - Upgrade
Pavement-Rehab
Speed Humps
Creek Bridge
Existing Bridge Demoliton
Retaining Walls
New Signal
Signal Modification
Lighting
Guiderail
Concrete Curb
Concrete Sidewalk

Unit
CY
SY
SY
SY
Each
SY
LS
SY
Each
Each
Each
FT
FT
SY

Quantity
0
0
0
40
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unit Price
$10.00
$15.00
$7.00
$35.00
$2,500.00
$1,200.00
$30,000.00
$600.00
$110,000.00
$70,000.00
$2,000.00
$25.00
$15.00
$35.00

Subtotal - Major Contract Items

Amount
$0
$0
$0
$1,400
$20,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$21,400
$21,400

Clearing & Grubbing
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic
Mobilization
Traffic Items
Minor Items
Contingencies
Subtotal - Contingencies

$
$
$
$
$
$

$21,400
$21,400
$21,400
$21,400
$21,400
$21,400

0.0%
10.0%
7.5%
2.0%
5.0%
20.0%

$0
$2,140
$1,605
$428
$1,070
$4,280
$10,000

Incidentals
Engineering Design Cost
Utility Cost
Subtotal - Incidental, etc.

$
$
$

$31,400
$31,400
$31,400

13.5%
10.0%
0.0%

$4,239
$3,140
$0
$8,000
$39,400

GRAND TOTAL (2001 $)
Assumptions
1. No Right-of-Way Costs

Wilbur Smith Associates
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Tables A-1 and A-2 list the level of service criteria for signalized and un-signalized
intersections. The level of service criteria for signalized and un-signalized intersections
is based on control delay per vehicle measured in seconds.
Table A-1

LOS Criteria for Signalized Intersections
Level of Service

Control Delay Per Vehicle

(seconds)
≤10
>10 and ≤20
>20 and ≤35
>35 and ≤55
>55 and ≤80
E
F
> 80
Source: 1997 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board
A
B
C
D

Table A-1
LOS Criteria for Un-signalized Intersections

Level of Service

Control Delay Per Vehicle

(seconds)
A
≤10
B
>10 and ≤15
C
>15 and ≤25
D
>25 and ≤35
E
>35 and ≤50
F
> 50
Source: 1997 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board
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